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THE LEADING UNION FOR EDUCATORS IN SA

As the sun sets for our Kwa-Zulu Natal
Provincial Editor, Nomsumbuluko Hlubi at
Osizweni, Newcastle.
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THE EDITOR’S CORNER
The Editorial Desk welcomes the new chapter of life since the country was
ambushed by the cruel and uncompromising COVID-19. Life was so difficult
and unsurmountable. It changed the complex of how things should be run and
done throughout all sectors of life. PEU as a union faced a moment of guessing.
Nevertheless every sunset means sunrise is imperative. After each and every
storm, a new leaf of life is still expected. When the President announced that his
Cabinet has approved a return in full quota of all learners at school, parents and
guardians sighed with relief. Learners have been exposed to the less quality
education since the beginning of the second term in 2020 when the issue of
rotational attendance was brought into the picture. No wonder the Matric results
were a shadow of the classes prior 2020. UMalusi will attest that they had to
strengthen a hand and closed one eye for the results to look like pleasing. This
was all done to appease the voters instead of doing the right thing. The Editorial
desk joins the palms of their hands to commend and give a bow to the
leadership of PEU to have held the reigns so tight during such harsh moments.
The Union still seems to be stable and intact, although the numbers are heartily
worrisome. We also commend our members who even in the midst of the
uncertain times, they still kept faith and trust in the leadership of the Union.
The union, like any marriage in any family, has its ups and downs and a place of
difference of ideas. In many a times that’s how a marriage of love is cemented.
We all pray that our union be kept abreast of any cult of personality for the
benefit of our young members who need a belonging in many years still to
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come. As we move forward, we pray that the pandemic be crippled for good and
allow us to live our normal lives and build our union to our desired heights and
shores.
The Editorial, Information and Publicity personnel urges members to find space
in their hearts and be the custodians and defenders of their Union Constitution.
The Editorial desk is so hard done when the Kwa-Zulu Natal Provincial
Executive Committee submitted a dark clouded message of the untimely and
undesirable sudden calamity which befell the Hlubi family. Our beloved and
industrious Provincial Editor, Nomsumbuluko Hlubi has breathed her last. We
bow our heads though in sorrow and pains but say Kulungile Baba uma
kuyintando yakho.
As we were still mourning the passing on of our stalwart, Mantsana Constance
Mathekga and her Gender team brought all the smiles to the PEU membership
at Bhundu Inn, Pretoria when they hosted the first ever PEU Women Imbizo.
The editor wants to take this opportunity and extend his appreciation to the huge
task done by our National recruiter and the young SSEs who are doing their
utmost best in recruiting new young educators into the
Union. We also welcome young educators joining our
ranks. We have young educators serving in our Branches
and Districts, and they need our undivided support.
The Information and Publicity want to heartily thank all
and sunder PEU members to have prayed for our brothers
and sisters in the flooded areas of Kwa-Zulu Natal during
the heavy rains and floods. It is so pathetic that some lost
their families, relatives and friends in that hectic times.
We appreciate your humane behaviour. May God bless
you all.
▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬
Editor and MP YB Editor
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THE DPROCOM DOES IT IN THEIR PRIME ATTEMPT
A normal baby will surprise all and sundry should it straight from labour take
few steps towards the exit door. Even if the couple has been barrel for quite a
number of years would give a squirrel scream and abandon their divinely
gifted blessing. Just after a year after the in initial Diary Procurement
Committee was put in place by the former President, Mr Johannes Motona, it
had to give way to a new committee. The reason being that eighty percentage
of the committee were members of the Management Committee. It wouldn’t
be acceptable for such a Committee to be both a player and a referee at once.
It needed members outside the Management committee to procure both
Diaries and Calendars, and the Management committee to adjudicate and
purchase. Therefore, new members were roped in and without any experience
of what is being expected of them. The DPROCOM was therefore assigned in
the reigns of the National Editor, commonly known as Charlie wa
Muchangana. The Gender Chairperson Nationally, Mantsana Constance
Mathekga was nominated as the Secretary. Limpopo Finance Chairperson, Mr
Muvhango Trinity Matshinyatsimbi, Northern Cape Chairperson Mr Tebogo
Selebogo, and the Eastern Cape Editor, Ms Nokuzola Mtayisi, filled in to
make the Committee a rock to be reckoned with. Brainstorming the process to

the final stage of procurement really took a stride out of the five members of
the Procurement Committee. It wasn’t and it isn’t an easy task to bring the
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diaries and calendars in the staffrooms of educators. It is a Kilimanjaro to
convince Service Providers to furnish you with quotations, knowingly that
you are to compare their prices with
the other ones and go for the
reasonable. This process alone is a
humdinger on its own. This doesn’t
mean we should be going for the
lowest and the cheapest bidders, a Big
No. Quality and service of reference
come into picture when procuring for
the noble members of PEU.
The procurement was not immune
from internal criticism and pointing of
fingers. What matters now is that
diaries and calendars for PEU
members have been delivered. One
most distinctive feature of the Diary is
the colourful colour which also makes
PEU a colourful Union for all colours
of the Rainbow Nation. The
acknowledgement of the PEU
Champion for the National Teaching
Awards, Mr William Thabiso Mathipa,
and our newly recruited members from Western Cape makes the diary so
lovable and complete. Members must understand that they can’t all be in a
diary!
Watch the space, 2023 stuff will be a marvel to watch! They normally and
idiomatically say Rome wasn’t built in a year. With the experience being
gathered as we flaw, a dynamic product will one day be lying on the
members’ tables in their staffrooms and offices. The DPROCOM has a duty
to market PEU brand through diaries and calendars. Definitely we shall hit the
road running.
The minister of Basic Education has
indicated that although the COVID-19
Advisory Committee has scrapped of the
wearing of masks, learners and educators
should think of their safety and health. As
responsible members of the Professional
Educators Union, let us act responsibly and
urge our colleagues, learners, communities
and families to help curb the re-emergence
of this pandemic, and wear our masks,
sanitize or wash our hands until we are
quite sure that the world is safe from any
wave of COVID-19.
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A DEMAND FOR DIGITAL LEARNING TO SCHOOLS
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that digital learning is required as
a matter of urgency. When addressing a governmental lekgotla on 28 January
2022, the Basic Education Minister, Mrs Angie Motshekga said there is a
need to provide all learners and educators with the necessary technological
devices so that they are prepared for work in the 21st century. She assured the
public that her department is currently developing a new programme for
online schooling and distance learning, with plans to give every teacher in the
country a laptop before her term of office comes to an end. She was stamping
a call before
by the
President of
the country,
Mr Matamela
Cyril
Ramaphosa to
give every
child learning
materials on a
digital device.
Angie said
that the goal
is to provide “wall-to-wall” connectivity and data availability in all basic
education offices throughout the country. She said her department will also
embark on a curriculum strengthening process to equip learners with 21 st
century skills. The strengthened curriculum must explicitly state the
knowledge, skills and competencies to be achieved. The curriculum is
expected to be inclusive to all, and schools must be appropriately resourced to
teach 21st –century skills.
Motshekga said that her department plans to establish a task team to look at
how knowledge, skills and competencies can be explicitly infused or repackaged in Curriculum Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) so they can
better transition from school to work. She said new curriculum must
reconsider the assessment regime in all grades to align with competency and
skills assessment instead of content and knowledge assessment. In the
meantime, the Minister said we must steam ahead with a slick national
advocacy campaign to explain and entice young people to engage and choose
correctly from our three-stream model.
The minister added that in order to broaden access to learning and
development, online programmes will also be provided in sign language. She
told the Lekgotla’s delegation that to ensure sustainability of e-education
delivery, dedicated ICT support will be available to all schools. All future
infrastructure plans to have in-built ICT requirements. Schools will be guided
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on how to use norms and standards to procure ICT resources. The DBE and
provincial education departments have attempted to do this by supplying
electronic devices to learners, including access to e-learning programmes, all
in the name of digital upskilling and preparing the future workforce. This
process, however, was snowballed by the advent of COVID-19 in 2020, as
teachers and learners had to resort to remote learning to keep up with the
academic year. There was a push from other stakeholders that the education
system should consider blended models of teaching and learning in the wake
of the pandemic. Motshekga pointed out that the commission on ICT,
digitisation, e-education management, distance learning and online schools
noted the COVID-19 pandemic has dictated a review on how the basic
education sector conducts business. It is critical to strengthen coordination of
teacher development programmes, including working with higher education
institutions to develop both in-service professional development programmes
and initial teacher development programmes that will address the new needs.
This will include ICT skills, vocational skills, technical skills, engineering
skills, but to mention a few. The commission added that the education
department cannot afford to replace the current workforce, but can redirect
their skills and competencies.
The minister emphasised that teacher development should be a priority
moving forward, to equip learners with the skills of the 21st century. She made
emphasis that clear action plans, with time frames, should be put in place to
indicate how this will be achieved in the next three years, and the number of
teachers that will be developed in various priority areas, per province, district
and circuit. In terms of providing internet access for the teacher laptops, the
minister said the DBE must work together with ICT companies to increase
connectivity in schools.
PEU in particular is watching the space to see if this Lekgotla was not just an
occasion to allow the department officials to complete claim forms and
transact on the citizens’ coffers without any implementation. Members must
be reminded of what one famous politician in Mpumalanga once said,
“Politicians have got a license to lie”. So we just wait until such time and
attest the genuinely spoken words. Spoken words can’t be believed to be true
until a promise is fulfilled.
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PEU NOW FACING THE REALITY OF THE NEW NORM

The same day the Minister was addressing the Lekgotla, PEU National
Executive Committee decided to put the action plan in place. As the Noble
Union and the Leading Union of Educators in South Africa, we aren’t
convinced by presentations and long speeches, but the implementation defeats it
all and sundry.
The pandemic has dictated a new way of living and doing things universally.
People who had a
phobia to
technology, are now
forced to have a
glimpse of a finger
buttoning to the
keyboard.
Gatherings have
been barred and
prohibited for quite a
time. The Union still
has to be run on the
daily basis. Members had to be served, irrespective of the harshness of the
pandemic. The DBE also had to ensure that they continue their consultations
with the stakeholders. For meetings to take place, the country was forced to
resort to virtual platforms. Most National Executive Committee meetings were,
in the midst of challenges, held virtually. It was never an easy assignment at
first place. Connectivity and reception were common contemporary factors.
This defined the passion and commitment of Union leaders as it became visible
when attendance registers have to be signed. One doesn’t even want to remind
members that these virtual meetings exposed one of the hopeful future leaders,
who was always having competing programmes.
It was then agreed that National and Provincial leaders should be taken through
the ICT programmes. They flocked at Hotel 224 in Pretoria on Friday 28
January 2022. All Provinces were represented, save Mpumalanga, Free State
and Northern Cape Mr Caution Nyamudo, the Union IT guru, took the members
through. What a workshop! Members who attended will definitely tell that it
was such beneficial to have attended the workshop. Submission of reports won’t
be a hiccup anymore. Organizing and joining virtual meetings won’t be
bothering our top leaders again. It is now up to Chairpersons of Standing
committees and Provincial leadership to transfer the acquired skills to members
down to the grassroots. We urge PEU members in general to familiarise
themselves with the demands of the new norm. We are now dictated these terms
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by the pandemic, which is prepared to be incorporated in our days of our lives.
Apart from dispossessing us of our beloved family members, one good thing
about thus pandemic is that it taught us to adjust to the new lifestyle. The
Editorial appreciates the plenary part done to accomplish the long overdue
workshop on ICT.

BRAVO TO OUR YOUNG AND COMING TEACHER
Thabiso William Mathipa, once a teacher at Flora Park Comprehensive High
School has gained international recognition in mathematics.
Thabiso was awarded the second spot internationally by the African Institute for
Mathematical Sciences
Schools Enrichment Centre
(AIMSSEC), a Mathematics
organization that tests and
approves Mathematics
teachers across the continent
as well as other non-African
countries.
He explained that he enrolled
for the first round which was
“Mathematical thinking 1” in
January at Stellenbosch
University and he passed with
a distinction.
“I was taken to the second
round called language and communication in mathematics where I competed
internationally in the Further Education and Training (FET) group in a category
with Grade 10 to 12 teachers. We had assignments, projects and presentations
which we had to write and discussed to receive the awards,” he explained. He
shared that it was unexpected to have obtained second place as he was
competing against many international teachers, “Some of the teachers have been
teaching since before I was even born, so I thought my chances of making it to
the top were slim. When my name was called, I felt numb for a moment and I
questioned if they were really calling my name, but I knew there couldn’t be
someone with the same name,” he said.
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This was not the first time that Thabiso has received recognition. In 2018, he
was announced top Physical Sciences teacher in the Province and was third
nationally in the same category in 2019.
He has only been teaching for seven years and he has accomplished a lot in a
short space of time.
“This has put a stamp on it that if you are correctly positioned, your passion will
open doors for
you whether
there are
obstacles or not.
The future is
bright, these are
just forms of
announcements
for my
greatness,” he
said.
Mathipa added
that this is just
the beginning,
God will open more doors for him and people should be prepared to witness it.
“I am happy to be able to represent my school on the various platforms that I am
afforded, and I plan to continue to put Flora Park Comprehensive High School
and my union, the Professional Educators Union on the map,” he said. Just
recently, he participated in the NTAs in the category Excellence in Teaching
Mathematics FET. He got position 2. As PEU we are very proud of the
achievements of this young and coming teacher. At the age of 29m he has
already accumulated a lot in his teaching career. He an example to our young
teachers that hard work pays. The entire PEU family hails King Thabiso
William Mathipa! As this Newsletter is trending Mr WT Mathipa has been
appointed the Departmental Head of Mathematics and Physical Sciences. What
else do we still have to say to let people know that PEU always tells her
members that hard work doesn’t kill, but instead pays off! There are no secrets
for success, only discipline, focus, determination, hard work and willingness to
succeed always see us through. Mr William Mathipa is a shining star, not only
for PEU but for the whole of Mzansi at large!
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WILL OUR ANTUSA GAMES COME BACK?
What a blow punch from the COVID-19! We were used to diarise our Easter
festives as dedicated to the gatherings around the SADEC countries. We were
fresh from the ANTUSA Games edition in Maseru, Lesotho. We remember
closing the curtains of the edition mourning as got sad news from Zambia
during our breakfast that Sunday morning. We breakfasted while sobbing and
being disheartened to learn that BETUZ lost their stalwart, the Secretary
General.
May his
precious soul
find eternal
peace.
We really
miss our
moments
during the
ANTUSA
Games. All
the vibe, the
dribbling, the
shouting and
those secret naughty moments of ANTUSA are everything we miss.
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It was after the scintillating night of the cultural extravaganza when the ever
smiling Miss LTTU scooped the Miss ANTUSA
2019 title that the former President of ANTUSA, Mr
Malose Kutumela, announced that the 2020 edition
would be held in Maun, Botswana. It was a giggling
moment of joy and excitement, as even the Batswana
themselves were so much elated to find themselves
footing along the streets of the tourist Maun. On the
third week of January 2020 a plenary meeting was
held in the heart of Maun. The former President, Mr
Motona, the General Secretary Mr Machipi, the SAC
Chairperson Mr Moeketsi, and the Editor Charlie wa
Muchangana, were in attendance, looking forward to
lead PEU to Maun. Less did we know that a nameless
and invisible pandemic was peeping through a tiny
window, laughing at our plans and expectations. On
the 18th of March 2020 the President of the Republic
forced schools into early closure as a measure to curb
the spread of COVID-19. All the plans were brought to a halt immediately. It is
now the third year since the ANTUSA Games were suspended.
The Presidents of the countries are calling for relaxations to the restrictions
which were put in place to fight against the surge of the corona. Schools have
been allowed to reopen in full quota. Gatherings at a limited but reasonable
number are allowed. Traveling bans have been uplifted. A one million dollar
question each and every member of the six unions is asking is whether our
ANTUSA Games will ever come back. We are looking forward to feel those
heartbeat joyful opening moments, the singing of national anthems, the warm
welcoming gestures from the host countries. We still cherish the mouthwatering opening speech by the President of ANTUSA. We all could still
imagine the President of ANTUSA blowing the trumpet to signal official
opening of the Games. As the Information and Publicity personnel we would
follow the President to kick that penalty and in jubilation would wave let the
games begin. We all crave for those games, the cultural dances, the pageants,
the mingling itself. The deafening cheers when BETUZ and BOSETU tear each
other in both soccer and volleyball finals. The screams and whistling when
BOSETU and BETUZ pull and push each other to the limit during the netball
finals. We all miss when TUN showcase their ballroom dance in that colourful
garments. And we would calmly wait for the President to officially close the
edition by announcing the hosts of the next edition.
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Our prayers are always that let the COVID-19 be scrapped out of our lives for
good. We won’t miss it for any reason. It had caused us enough pain. It swept
away our beloved and the loved ones. We want to go back to our normal lives.
We want to live happily and enjoy being brothers and sisters of the Association
of Non-Aligned Teachers Unions of Southern Africa. We want to still organise,
host and travel to the ANTUSA Games. We want to keep our friendship beyond
games and have the exchange academic programmes and developments. We
want to see ourselves lifting each other as ANTUSA family to better our
education system. We want to find ourselves in a position where we can speak
in one voice against the exploitation of our educators. We want to see ourselves
playing together, not as opponents but friends, and shake hands and hug each
other in
the name
of the
ANTUSA
Games.
We
strongly
want our
ANTUSA
Games
back!
As if our Almighty has been putting His ear down, the Executive Committee
met in Francistown during the Easter holidays to chat a way forward. They
firmly agreed that it is time to go back to the roots. All the six nations nodded
that come Easter holidays of the year 2023, BOSETU will be accorded the
rights to organise the abandoned edition of the ANTUSA Games. One can
joyfully jump and shout that we are going back to MAUN! Preparatory
meetings are in the process. BETUZ have already hosted the Executive,
Constitution and Sports Committee meetings during June. PEU will host the
Research, Gender and Publicity Committee meetings in August. This cements
the prospects of having our ANTUSA Games back in bang. Let us be tying our
horses and luggage heading to Maun come 2023. As we are preparing to go to
the ANTUSA Games in Maun, we bow our heads in sombre mood and send our
condolences to BETUZ family for losing another pivotal Director of Private,
Self-Management and Special Education, Mr Evelyn Hachamba.
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He held the position from 23 January 2009, until he met his demise on 3rd May
2022. He was also the Co-ordinator for Sports, which saw him as the Executive
Committee member in the ANTUSA organisation. As PEU we have known
Hachamba for quite a long time, and he will
be remembered for his exuberance and
camaraderie during ANTUSA meetings. He
fought a good battle in his life time guarding
jealously against trenches of folly and
ignorance, and amplifying regional sharing
of educational issues under the banner of
ANTUSA. Who can forget his dazzling
moments in October 2016 in Mamelodi,
defunct HM Pietje Stadiun, when he
attended our National Extravaganza where
he showed some glimpse touches in
Volleyball and Netball? Who can forget
Archie during the Cultural evening when he
joined a group of Xibelani led by the former
Limpopo Vice Chairperson, Mr Lamson Ngwenya in Doxa Deo? He was a
wonderful BETUZ member, who never thought twice when socialising. We all
miss him, and our ANTUSA Games won’t be the same again without the ever
shining Archie Evelyn Hachamba.
He was laid to rest on 7th May 2022.07.

May his precious soul rest in eternal peace!
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DBE TO INTRODUCE A NEW CERTIFICATE IN 202

The Department of Basic Education plans to pilot its new General Education
Certificate (GEC) for Grade 9 learners later this year, ahead of a national
rollout in 2023. The GEC is intended to formally recognise learners’
achievements at
the end of the
compulsory phase
of schooling. Its
primary purpose is
to facilitate subject
choices beyond
Grade 9 and
articulation
between schools
and TVET colleges. Under the current system, hundreds of students leave the
school system each year without a qualification, hindering them from finding
jobs, the department said. While the department has reiterated that this is not
an exit point for learners from the school system, the certificate will provide
better decision-making for learners, especially those who may shift focus to
more technical subjects and trades instead of a singular focus on a college or
university education.
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New assessments
As part of the GEC change, the department will be piloting a new assessment
model in 2021 which breaks away from examinations and other summative
forms of assessment, to help form a complete form of learners capabilities,
says Dr Mark Chetty, director of national assessments at the Department of
Basic Education. Chetty said the department plans to introduce new projectbased assessments, which will cut across several school subjects and examine
how learners integrate information from many areas to solve a problem.
A separate ‘inclinations assessment’ will look at a learner’s self-knowledge,
including:
A learner’s unique attributes;
A learner’s inclinations in terms of career paths;
What are they good at?
What pathway are they looking at choosing?
“In addition, we will maintain the curriculum standard testing – so that is not
lost,” Chetty said. “But when we put all of these elements together will be
able to create a dashboard of a more holistic picture of this learner, who at the
end of Grade 9 has to choose a specific pathway.”
Don’t have the right skills
The new certificate is Ramaphosa has warned is South Africa’s ‘most
pressing challenge’ right now. Addressing a national expected to help address
South Africa’s high youth unemployment levels – an issue which president
Cyril teaching conference on 6 October, Ramaphosa said many young South
Africans do not have the right skills to succeed in the labour market. “Some of
the young work-seekers are not well educated and do not possess sufficient
skills and previous work experience demanded by employers in the labour
market,” president Ramaphosa said.
“That places a great responsibility on teachers and education officials – and
indeed on all of us – to ensure that our schools, colleges, universities and
other training institutions are producing the skills and capabilities that our
country needs.”
Employment data from StatsSA shows that the number of young South
Africans (15-34 years) not in employment, education or training (NEET)
was 44.2% in Q2 2021. The NEET rate for males decreased by 1.2 percentage
points, while for females, the rate increased by 0.2 of a percentage point in Q2
2021. In Q2 2020 and Q2 2021, more than four in every 10 young males and
females were not in employment, education or training.
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Piloted Schools are therefore urged to prepare their learners thoroughly so that
learners perform well in these exams. The targeted subjects are Home
Languages, English, Mathematics, Natural Sciences and Economics and
Management Sciences. Learners will be provided an opportunity to sit for preexams papers to check their readiness. The Department has also committed to
give educators and learners support to assist in the sound implementation of
this project. As PEU we hope this won’t be a list of projects to benefit the
powers that be financially and then left becomes a white elephant.

HLUBI HAS RUN HER RACE WITH PRIDE
Mrs. Hlubi Nomsombuluko Joyce, born on 17 March 1965, was a polished
diamond throughout her life. After finishing her Teacher's Diploma at
eMadadeni College of Education she got a teaching post at Ndabanhle
Primary School in 1992. She went to Mlondolozi, then to Qophumlando
Primary as a Departmental Head before coming back to Ndabanhle as the
Deputy Principal. When her post was disputed, Reneey Govender had to
vigorously defend her and the case was triumphantly won. She worked with
aplomb, and her commitment. She has been teaching Life Orientation and
Creative Arts in Grade 7. Learners loved and enjoyed the subjects and the
subject master to the brim of their hearts. It will be very difficult for the
successor to come to the par with the learners and the deceased.
Mrs Simelane, on behalf of the Principal Mr VG Khumalo, said mouthful
about the departed soul. She made special mentioning of the SMT working as
a team. If one isn't around, one of the members will stand in because the
matter will have been discussed in the SMT meeting. It is against this
background that Nomsumbuluko didn’t work as an island. The stand-in
Principal felt that a jewel has been lost. A pillar has gone away. Her post and
responsibilities will be filled up but Nomsombuluko is irreplaceable. Amahle
Sithole, a Grade 7, with heartfelt grief said that leaners have been robbed of a
great mother. Mam NJ was good like a mother to them all. She stamped her
foot down when it came to proper attire at school. She did not allow them to
put on earrings in the class. No learner would be allowed in the school
premises without proper school uniform. All girl learners were supposed to
put on white socks, there was no compromise on that. She never liked a girl
learner coming to school in a mini skirt. Mam NJ, as she was commonly
known within the school premises, always rehearsed that ccleanliness is next
to Godliness.
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She expected all learners to love themselves and their bodies and she would
ensure that she monitor each and every learner. “She was a living example
herself, therefore each of us were supposed to be copy cats to our role model”,
said Amahle.
Mam Hlubi was always masking for health
precautions. She had a sense of humour. She
always mocked learners saying, “You eat a
chappies your face becomes like that of a
horse”. All learners were very sad and crying
after learning of her untimely death of their
beloved Mam. To mark her funeral so special,
on behalf of all learners at Ndabanhle Primary
School, Amahle echoed a promise from
learners: “We are going to pass all!”
Mam Nomsumbuluko Joyce Hlubi’s efforts and
commitment didn't go unnoticed. PEU members
in KZN entrusted her to be their Provincial
Editor since 2020 until she finished her race on
the 9th of May 2022.
She never disobeyed authority even from Junior
staff. She was very artistic and respected
submission dates. She never played truancy nor
dodged her duties and responsibilities.
In 2020 she started showing symptoms of illhealth. There were suspicions of COVID-19
infections which proved not to be. After her admission at hospital, her
teaching duties were reduced to allow her to take care of her medical
condition.
Retired teacher (Mrs Radebe) indicated that the departed soul always went for
bigger challenges. She studied for Honours in Teaching while she was at the
other side of her age with the University of Natal and graduated. She couldn’t
allow age to deter her from achieving great things in her life. Her best friend
Gcina Mjiako voice it out that in 1992 while she was highly pregnant she
stood up as a choir conductor and won a trophy. She was so assisting in
training educators for promotional posts. She liked Education heartily. Being
a professional teacher in 2019 she took her staff to a hotel when she coordinated Curriculum workshop for PEU. She was good in praising her staff,
especially during IQMS evaluations.
They became so human enough to say to err is human but to forgive is divine.
They requested her not to hold grudges for them as she is crossing over, and
they will do the same. She was such a sweet soul to work with. Ndabanhle
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staff thanked the Ngubeni and Hlubi families to have borrowed them NJ
Hlubi.
PEU Provincial Secretary wanted to break the ribs of the bereaved family,
friends, colleagues and learners when he revealed that as PEU Kwa-Zulu
Natal
members
used to call
Mam Hlubi
MacDonald.
A member
principled by
core values
of PEU. She
was always
available for
the union activities. Her husband gave blessings for her engagement with
PEU. The PEU President had to make a mark in the decorated funeral of the
fallen heroine when he said that in everything that has God there are values.
Reenay Govender was so worried when she heard that Mam Hlubi is no more.
She was a never-die member of PEU. She stayed in PEU when it wasn't
fashionable to be a PEU member. As the National and Provincial Leadership
we are here to celebrate the life of our heroine. She is not a kind of a teacher
that is replaceable. The National Editor requested for her replacement
immediately he knew that she wasn't well, but it didn't materialize, as the PEC
relied heavily on her never-die attitude and workaholic personality.
She is a strong and firm decision-maker. She assisted in the Reading Project
in Newcastle
We urge people not to forget her good deeds. Cherish all her loveable and
good
humanities.
Don't blow
away her
fire
wherever, at
church,
family,
school and
union.
Learners
must display the love her educator taught. They must perform miraculously in
order to make her happy wherever she is and will be. The union will fight
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strongly to achieve her dreams. It is said she always demanded for the rights
of women at church. Her life was well lived and decorated.

May her precious soul find eternal rest.
The Editorial takes this opportunity to shower the Gauteng Editor, Mr Donald
Lekgau, with praises for making sure that the funeral got a
deserved coverage in support of the bereaved family. We
pray that God bless him in abundance and giveth him
wisdom and strength as he goes on with his Editorial
endeavours, hopefully to the national level. His passion in
the coverage of PEU activities has not gone unnoticed. It
would be of utmost importance and an equal appreciation if
he will at a long run translate the videotaping into writing,
as the Councillors will only value your worth as one of the
Editors who added value on reports and newsletters.
Pictures alone don’t win their hearts.

MALE TEACHERS DESTROYING GIRL LERANERS’ FUTURE
More than an acceptable number of pupils in Limpopo Province are pregnant;
and teachers and blessers are said to be responsible for most of these
pregnancies. Blessers are adult men who shower young girls with gifts but
often disappear when the girl falls pregnant. In 2021 alone, the South African
Council of Educators reported that 11 teachers from across the country were
fired after they were found guilty on various charges related to sexual
offences. Most of them, the organisation said, were fired for sexual violence
against pupils. Currently, there are almost eleven thousand pregnant pupils in
schools across Limpopo’s five districts. Most of those who are pregnant are
said to be between 10 and 19 years old.
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Basic Education Minister Angie Motshekga said the statistics were taken
between April 2021 and March this year. The Department of Basic Education
had introduced the
basic education
pregnancy policy,
which compels
schools to submit a
police report if a girl
pupil under the age
of 16 falls pregnant.
“This includes rapes
of pupils where
teachers are the
alleged accused,”
she said.
As the Union we are
heartily concerned
that many cases are still not reported to the South African Police Service.
Only few sexual offences – rapes, sexual assault, attempted rape and contact
sexual offences – were reported in Limpopo, according to the crime statistics
released for the same period
According to crime statistics provided by the SAPS in Limpopo recently,
there has been a 6.7% increase in sexual offences during the fourth quarter
of 2021. The province recorded 1 084 sexual offences. In May, Justice
Minister Ronald Lamola indicated that nationally, only 19% of sexual
offences cases were moving through the system. The remaining 15 605 cases,
or 81%, were backlogged. There is a serious concern that victims who were
brave enough to report cases would eventually withdraw these.
Recently, a grade 12 pupil from one Secondary School outside Polokwane
gave birth to triplets. The girl was among 28 pregnant pupils at the school.
This year, former MEC for basic education in Limpopo Polly Boshielo said
the youngest pregnant pupil in Limpopo last year was just 13 years old. Poor
background and peer pressure were among the reasons most pupils fell
pregnant. Girl learners usually are connected with blessers by friends who
also dated blessers. One learner said, “At first he would shower me with
expensive gifts and romantic dinners. But since I told him I am pregnant, he
vanished into thin air. At least he still sends me some money,” she said.
The Professional Educators’ Union Provincial Secretary in Limpopo, Mr
Edzisani Muthathe, slammed the figures and said teachers who prey on young
girls must know that the law will not be lenient on them and their place is
behind bars. “As schools are compelled to report pregnancies of all girls 16 or
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younger and rapes of learners where educators are the alleged accused to the
Saps, we will ask detailed questions on each age group, how many of these
cases were reported to the Saps and what the consequences are for nonreporting.”
The Editor believes that education unlocks opportunities and pregnant
teenagers, many of whom were not only traumatised by the ordeal of rape and
the stress of looking after new-born babies, are being deprived the opportunity
of learning through no choice of their own. The Information and Publicity
desks urges all members of PEU to act in loco parentis, and see girl learners
as their own biological children. As PEU educators, young and old, we must
protect and embrace these learners to an extent that they confide in us. Let us
not take advantage of their situations, they did not choose to be born there.
We have
been trained
to be their
shoulders to
lean on.
They are our
children and
future
leaders. We
have to
nurture them
to responsible adults. How can you feel if your own daughter is impregnated
by the teacher you so highly trust to take care of her?

THE SPIRIT OF SEFAKO MAKGATHO LIVETH
Mr Thebe Makgatho, the only surviving grandson of the Founder of PEU
(formerly known as TUATA), was a missing link in the ranks of PEU. At 83,
Mr Thebe had in mind of the noble Union founded by his grandfather, and
made our hearts pumping up lively by setting his foot in the offices in
Braamfontein. The arrival of Thebe in the offices of the Union his grandfather
built with his own hands, means so much to the current leadership and
members in general. If ever the leadership is pulling the cart towards the right
direction, then the angelic spirit of Sefako Makgatho is smiling from heaven.
But if the opposite is the case, it will be great chance to make a U-turn and
abide by the book and swerve the cart with caution. It is really a blessing to
have a family of the founder still thinking deeply and heartily about the Union
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which have its roots in their blood. The President and the MLC were fortunate
to play host to the unexpected
and unusual visit.
PEU members who by the grace
of God, will live to see the 2022
Elective Congress will be
fortunate to lay their eyes on the
ageing descendant of the
Founder of PEU. Mr Thebe
Makgatho will be an honorary
guest to our Congress in
Pretoria, Doxa Deo which will
take place from the 4th to the 6th
of October 2022.

As long as we have the SACE Chief Executive Officer, Mam Ella Mokgalane,
in our ranks and by
our side, PEU will
never go wrong.
SACE has been so
supportive and as far
as I remember they
have never missed
any of our big
events. This has
helped our teachers
to be extra vigilant
and adhere to the
working ethics as
prescribed in the SACE code of conduct.
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THE WOMEN IMBIZO REVIVED PEU MEMBERS’ MOOD

One could just wish COVID-19 should never have happened. It killed
everything alive, not saving the vibe in PEU activities. The last rhythmic
occasion PEU held was the Elective Congress in October 2019, preceded by the
colourful gala dinner. That was the last moment where members were drowned
in the lyrics of the African Queen, Makhadzi Ndivhudzannyi Ralebona’s Haka
Matorokisi. They sang and danced as if they were demonised in it. The Election
Day was something else. They vibed the Ziyojika izinto, and indeed they turned
up to be so impressive going forward. All of a sudden, COVID-19 cut the
happiness and excitement short. Like what God ordered the Israelites to go
home and hide in their houses, PEU members did likewise when the President
of the Republic locked the country and all the movements. Gatherings were
prohibited. Then out of nowhere, a warm but welcoming Friday of the 10th June
2022 showed up. All peoples of the Union gathered at Bhundu Inn, West of
Tshwane, for the unknown Women Imbizo. The activity was deemed to be a
failure even before it started, especially when members had to fund it from their
own pockets. It was one of the rarest occasions where members had to ferry
themselves and carry all the expenses without even asking questions.
The expected number to attend the imbizo was planned around three hundred
members, only to have an overflow to 460 from the six hundred plus that some
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were discouraged by the rumoured shutdown. If it wasn’t for the fear of their
lives, the imbizo would have been packed to the brim. That was the first of its
nature. And the shortest woman of them all in PEU, Mantsana Constance
Mathekga, must walk tall due to her organizational prowess. I was fortunate to
be part of their plenary spy on the 11th of February in Hotel 224, where they
attended being four of the expected nine. It was indeed a planned and
thoroughly planned event. The kind of guests invited completed the quiz.
Immediately members got in, one could witness the excitement, the buzz and
the mood that indeed they were really in the Union they know and so missed.
One could see women and men swinging to and fro, being so taken in the play.
All members throughout the country flocked in Pretoria. The breezing waters
from the pools made the venue complete.
When the former Gender Chairperson lit the candles in memory of those
members who succumbed to the cruel pandemic, the hearts were taken back to
the memory lane. We wish our departed souls to find eternal rest. The Gender
committee, lining up in the fore in their befitting designed attire, really brought
the consolation
needed to live
with the truth
that our
colleagues and
fellow members
are in safe hands.
The guest
speakers were on
point in
whatever they
said.
The SACE CEO,
Mam Ella
Mokgalane,
complained
about Gauteng
not inviting her
to their PEU
activities. She
was so elated to
make mention of Connie being an important part in the development of women
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managers around the country. She also appreciated the fact that in PEU she is
surrounded by people who are closer to her heart. Without SACE no one
becomes a professional, as such they are proud of us when we do good and
proudly say we produced all leaders in the country, the President of the
Republic included. She urged members to register for CPTD and receive points
always in all the activities you are doing. She also revealed that the National
Editor, Charlie always calls her demanding his certificate for having completed
his 3 year cycle.
The CEO emphasised that corporal punishment should no longer be talked
about in these meetings as it has been scrapped off. The media is always on top
of the SACE chief saying that we still have cases of corporal punishment. We
must be trained for positive punishment. Corporal punishment deals with
administering physical, emotional and psychological pains. We have to move
away from that and deal with positive punishment. Even new generations
joining the teaching ranks must be taught the positive punishment, irrespective
of the ill-discipline behaviours in school. Corporal punishment will make you
be removed from the council, taking away your license, and you are deemed to
have resigned. Sexual misconduct is also causing a lot of challenges, especially
to young educators. If you engage in a sexual relationship with learners, your
employer will have to deal with you in terms of section 17, SACE have to deal
with you in terms of Section 3. You are therefore not fit to work with learners.
In terms of Child Criminal Law you are charged with sexual assault and
harassment, therefore you are dismissed and arrested. Principals must not put
cases of sexual harassment under the carpet, as they can also be charged.
Teachers Safety and Security is under siege as learners are now causing
emotional and physical pains to teachers. Learners are given a preference when
it comes to protection. Educators need to be careful in their confrontation with
learners.
Pastoral as he is. Dr. Ramadwa was so straight forward in talking about
genuine and uncompromising leadership. He said that the greatest tragedy we
have is an unconscious leader. It is a tragedy because the leader is tasked with
responsibilities of multiplying. The institution and unions are shrinking under
these types of leaders. They choose not to resuscitate. Pillars of resuscitation are
decision taking, speed of taking decision, and faith. So many leaders operate in
a faithless environment. A leader also needs individuals who have made a
choice, and want to be resuscitating leaders. The leaders should resuscitate the
spirit of division in the committee. In moving forward PEU needs leadership
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which will create an environment where members will rally around each other
and empower each other.
The praise young poet, Kelethabo Rantekoa, a grade 9 girl at Eletsa Secondary
School, mesmerised the attendees when she praised the women and their
bravery. Indeed women are facing a lot
in their lives, but they don’t quit. She
was paving the way for the former Vice
President, Madam Stellah Motsai, who
had to talk about leadership that will
make PEU a Union to be reckoned with.
She emphasised that leaders musn’t have
cocoons and feel threatened when
challenged. Great leaders listen and take
criticism positively. Having been the
Vice President before, she was definitely
talking from experience, when she said
leaders build and protect each other.
Madam Motsai showed a deep concern
on the rate in which PEU is losing
numbers.
In Germany, when the Furher speaks, the
whole of Germany listens. The former
President, Mr Jake koti wa ga Dikobo, was the last to grace the podium to make
the only Women Imbizo organised by PEU Gender Committee ever an ice on
the cake. He abruptly got emotional and showed that PEU members did not
understand him when in 2002 at
Die Oog, he publicly and famously
said ngisayine ngegazi. He revealed
that in ascending the PEU
Presidency it was a matter of death
and life to him. But the urge of
taking PEU to desired heights
prompted him to risk and sacrifice
his dear life. PEU was at nineteen
thousand at that time. He became a
very firm leader who did not fall for lip services. At one stage he requested an
SSE who was lazing with PEU resources to bring the car keys, petrol card, cell
phone and the modem. The SSE had to convince the President as to why he
should be given the resources back, which he failed to. He questioned the nature
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of meetings of the PEU leadership due to the worst decline of membership. He
questioned the agenda of the Leadership meetings, because according to him the
agenda must have three items, viz. recruitment, recruitment and recruitment. He
also offered himself to come and assist with recruitment, as he detailed on how
he fished and netted Kwa-Zulu Natal, Free State, Northern Cape and Eastern
Cape membership. In
his conclusion he
instinctively
cautioned the current
leadership not to be
so comfortable and
let PEU die in their
hands, as they won’t
be saved from the
wrath of the Founder
Sefako Makgatho,
PR Ngwana, CR
Motsepe, Leepile
Taunyane, to mention but a few. The mentioning of the unhappiness of the past
Presidents when they look at PEU membership today might have urged all
members in attendance to take recruitment more seriously.

Members of PEU sang and danced, as they were so revived and revitalized in
their passion and purpose of being PEU members in good standing, who want
nothing but to preserve and protect the dignity and reputation of PEU the union.
The Editorial
committee salutes
the Gender
Committee led by
Mrs Constance
Mathekga and her
Provincial soldiers
to have organised
such an outstanding
event. Members of
the Professional
Educators Union
need down to earth
leaders, whose purpose is to serve the union with pride and dignity. We need
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such leaders who know what their members want, and do as expected. It
becomes a challenge to distant onlookers who want to bring the union down, in
pretence to
be crowd
pullers. It
is not about
fame, but it
is all about
doing the
right thing.
It will take
years and
years for
members to forget the excitement and enjoyment they experienced at Bhundu
Inn.
In closing the good spoken about Women Imbizo, the Editorial extends a hand
of thank you to our social partners, namely Old Mutual, Metropolitan and
Liberty Life for having graced the grand occasion and serviced our members.
We have young teachers who have been introduced to new products. We also
have to thank our Service Providers, SACE and GEPF specifically to have
serviced our members well.
Editorial takes off hat to our retired former Chairperson of Sekhukhune West,
Mam Anna Mapeu
Mokoala who travelled
such a long distance, just
to make sure that our
members have proper
Union regalia for
visibility. She served the
Union with aplomb
during her active years,
from Province to the District. She is still doing just like that, if she is not
recruiting, she is selling Uniform. Her undying servitude is acknowledged.

Compiled by National Editor
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